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We present a brief and elementary proof of the Imprimitivity Theorem for 
an arbitrary locally compact group. 
The original proof of the general imprimitivity theorem for induced represen- 
tations of locally compact groups due to Mackey [3] differs formally from classical 
versions for finite groups in working modulo sets of measure zero. While the 
final results are thereby unaffected, the procedure for deriving the subrepresen- 
tation and the unitary equivalence of its induction with the given representation 
was relatively indirect. In a later proof of the imprimitivity theorem for Lie 
groups due to Niels Skovhus Poulsen, [6], an explicit construction was given 
that could be regarded as a C” parallel to the classical procedure. In the present 
paper it is shown that the essential idea of Poulsen’s proof is adaptable to the 
Co case, i.e. to general locally compact groups. 
The result is a brief and simple proof of the general imprimitivity theorem 
much in the spirit of [I] which at the same time avoids the ambiguities inherent 
in working modulo null sets and may be regarded as giving a parallel to the 
classical procedure. The proof is also more elementary than the previous 
ones [l-4], [7], not involving any measure theory beyond Fubini’s theorem for 
continuous functions. For projective systems of imprimitivity a similar proof 
goes through, but we shall here give it for unitary systems, in the general case 
of non-unimodular groups. 
Let G be a locally compact group and I’ a closed subgroup. Choose right- 
invariant measures da on G and df on r with corresponding modular functions 
A and 6 respectively. In particular for any integrable function f on G and b E G, 
If (W da = 4-7 JGf (4 da 
s G f  (a-‘) A(a-l) da = lG f  (a) da 
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and similarly for 6. Also we let p(t) = 6(t) .4(&l for t E I’. By T: G --f M 
we denote the canonical projection onto the space of left cosets M = r/G 
and by T the averaging map 
(v)(44) = lr db4 a (xEG) 
for 9 E C,(G), the space of continuous functions of compact support on G. 
One checks the following: 
LEMMA 1. T maps C,(G) onto Co(M) us well as {p’ E C,(G) / p, >, 0) onto 
{# E C,(M) 1 q!~ > 0} and it is continuous with respect to the natural Frkhet 
topoZogies on Co(G) and C,(M). 
Now let L be a continuous unitary representation of r in a Hilbert space V and 
denote by F* the set of functions f : G + V satisfying 
f(b) = ,4WW)f (4 (6 E r> a E ‘3 (1) 
II f (4 E J%,(G) (2) 
f is strongly measurable, (3) 
i.e. (1 f (u)II is measurable as well as (f(a), v) (W E V), and for every compact KC G 
there exists a countable subset V,, of V such that 
f (4 E K (a.e. in K). 
F* defines a pre-Hilbert space w.r.t. the inner product given by 
LEMMA 2. For f E F* and q~ E C,,(G) 
is a (well-defined) 
-ww* 
DEFINITION 3. 
Pf.f : 9 3 
s 
II f (4II” d4 da 
G 
Radon measure on M, i.e. a continuous linear functional on 
For f EF* let 11 f II2 = pf,,(M) and let 
H= = if EF* I Ilf II < 4/{f EF* I llf II = (2. 
Then ( UL( g) f)(a) = f (a * g) (a, g E G) d e fi nes a continuous unitary represen- 
tation UL in HL of G, the induced representation of L from r to G. Also, we let 
U’“(4) f )(a) = #b-(4) f (4 ( f E H=, 1cI f G(W). 
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Remark 4. ( UL, PL) is called an induced system of imprimitivity, and PJJ 
is a *-homomorphism from C,(M) into .S?(HL), all bounded linear operators 
on HL satisfying 
UL( d f’“(4) UL( 81-l = PL(Rk) $1 (sEG) 
where (R( d #)(4x) = +Wxg>). 
THEOREM 5. Let U be a continuous unitary representation of G i= a Hilbert 
space H and P: C,(M) -+ 2’(H) a *-homomorphism with P(C,(M)) H dense 
in H and 
U(g) P(4) UkF1 = WW $> (g E G, $ E G(W). 
Then there exists a unique (up to unitary equivalence) contimwus unitary vepre- 
sentation L of r in a Hilbert space V such that the pair (U, P) is unitarily equivalent 
to the pair (77, PL), i.e. there exists a unitary operator % H -+ HL such that 
Wu(d = uL(g) W (g E ‘3 
and 
wpw = P”(d w (4 E WQ). 
Proof. Since the kernel of P is a translation invariant ideal we see that 
II pta = II 1cI I!m > the supremum norm of 4; now consider the G&ding domain 
D = span(U(v) x 1 x E H, y E C,(G)} 
where U(~J) = jG v(a) U(a-l) d a, and the Radon measure q~ + (P(,q) x, y) 
for x, y E H, denoted &.L,,~ , so 
We claim that for x, Y E D, dpx,y is a continuous function. To see this, let x, y E M 
and $r , & , v E C,(G); then 
i(pW ~W x, Y)I < It 7~ lim . II A IL . vol(supp ~4) . 11 x I/ . /I Y II 
,< c . vol(supp $1) . II x II . /I Y II . II P IL . II $1 IL 
where C is a constant depending on the support of q~, so (P(T~) U(&) x, y} 
defines a Radon measure dh(a, b) on G x G. 
Remark 6. As pointed out by the refereee, the fact that (P(T~) U(#,) x, y) 
defines a Radon measure X on G x G can be readily shown as follows: if 
fE C,(G x G)set 
f&+4> = Irf @a, 4 G 
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Then define 
S,,,f@, w N% 4 = jG <P(fb) W-l) x, r> db 
which reduces to the definition above for f of the form 9, @ $r . 
By Fubini we can now compute 
s G 944 4%&E!rU(IL*)Y(~) 
= WV) wh) 6 W2) r> 
= J$qGXG d4 VW) d+, b) dc 
= jG~(c)JGxc--- t,h2(dc) ~,(~u-~c) d(a-l) dA(a, b) dc 
where we have made a change of variables in the c-integration. Hence 
where 
is a continuous function on G by standard arguments. Note also that 
h rAdu(41)z.u(4*h( 1 a is continuous function in (g, a) and more generally for 
x, y E D that hu(s,)r,u~g,~p/(u) is a continuous function in (gr , gs , u). 
We define a sesquilinear form on D x D by /3(x, y) = h,,v(e) and check that 
/Xx, 4 2 0 (x E D) 
B(W) x9 U(E) Y) = P(5) B(x, 24 
(WV) x> r> = j, a(4 B(W) x8 W4 Y) da- 
Now the rest of the proof is standard: we let 
V = (D/ker fl)- 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(Hilbert space completion) and 
qoL4 = [P(iY”2 w? xl 
(the class defined by U(e) x). 
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Then (L(c)[x], [ ~1) = #)--l/2 ,B(U(.$) X, r) is continuous and L is a unitary 
continuous representation of r in V. For x s D, f=(u) = [U(a) X] is a continuous 
V-valued function on G satisfying fi(&z) = ~(0’1~ L(.f)f,(u) ([ E r, Q E G), 
in fact W: x + fs extends to an isometry from H onto HL intertwining (U, P) 
and ( UL, PL) as required. Indeed we have 
for f, g EF* and of finite norm which together with (6) above shows that W 
intertwines P and PL. The uniqueness of L follows from 
( UL, P”) N ( UL’, PL’) (unitary equivalence) 
0 
L EL’. 
Remark 7. In the case of Lie groups, elliptic regularity theory [6] gives 
that h,,,(u) is a Cm function for x, y E D, , the space of differentiable vectors 
for U, and that /I is continuous on D, x D, . Also fS (x E Dm) is Cm on the 
group. 
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